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The 19th Annual Ben Gordon Family Bingo Night
Saturday, February 15th
7:00 pm
Mark your calendars and join us for our 19th annual Bingo fundraiser. We’ll have the usual
selection of outstanding prizes, hot dogs and popcorn for the Men’s Club’s biggest fundraiser
that helps to pay for the synagogue’s educational needs
and camp scholarships.
RSVP to the office at 625-7821 NOW
Admission includes 1 set of Bingo cards and door prize ticket, snacks, beverages and dinner.
Cost is: $20 for adults / $15 for children (to age 12).
Admission price is 50% higher with no RSVP.
RSVP by February 7th for early bird prices.
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A MESSAGE FROM RABBI EZRING
I was talking with some longtime friends
recently. We have all lost both of our parents, and
we spoke about the basic important life lessons we
learned from our moms and dads. Although the
lessons were extremely wide-ranging, dealing with
courtesy, kindness, giving to others of our time and
of our wealth, and not taking life or family for
granted, the one piece of advice that we all received
was simple: never stop learning. Continue to update
your professional knowledge and even more
importantly, your general knowledge. We humans
are weak of body but strong of mind. That strength
relies on continual exercise and stretching.
Today, at the not quite old age of 68, I have
committed myself to enhance my studies in several
ways:
1. Barbara and I have begun the seven plus
years of studying the Talmud a page a day (known as
Daf Yomi).
2. I have decided to reengage with my studies
of the War Between the States, also known around
here as the War of Northern Aggression.
3. Since my guitar now resides in Norfolk, I
am going to try to return to one of my cultural loves,
the study of music.
4. Finally, I am committed (my wife says I
should be committed) to spending time with my best
hobby, model railroading.
As I sit here typing, staring at these words,
excitement rises within me. I can feel my heart rate

rising within me as my heart
rhythm changes its tempo. I
wonder, how many of us
actually strive to study with
our spouse or our significant
other. While Judaism has
been all encompassing in my
professional life, I am
passionate about learning Rabbi Murray Ezring
with and from Barbara. I am gathering a list of
nearby battlefields from the 1860s in hopes of
visiting them to help me understand the
development of the war better. I have been speaking
to my guitar and choosing a program to work with.
I am not yet ready to share my thoughts about trains.
Well, I will share one. I dislike the constant train
horns blaring all night just a couple of blocks from
my house. But I still remember the joy of my 4-10
year-old self reveling while riding the Rock Island
Rocket to Chicago.
Childhood joys intermingle with adult pursuits
as I plot my future studies and joys. Join Barbara
and me through “My Jewish Learning’s” Daf Yomi
study of Talmud in the original or in English. If you
would like to start a little slower, let me know and I
will start a Talmud class at Beth El. Never stop
learning! Never stop studying! Our intellects and
brains need the exercise.

BETH EL GIFT SHOP
The Gift Shop has a beautiful selection of Judaica and gifts
for every holiday, life cycle event, and special occasion.
NOW SHOWING “MY TRIBE JEWELRY”
Custom jewelry for all ages, all occasions.
WINTER SALE
30%-50% OFF SELECTED ITEMS
Check the weekly E-Bulletin for special sales and discounts.
Thank you for your continued support by shopping in the Gift Shop.
Proceeds benefit Beth El activities and programs.
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Dear Beth El Family,
We are off to a
fabulous start this new
year and we have
more in store. We
thank everyone who
has and continues to
participate in NEST.
Your time and effort
in this important
program is very much appreciated and a very special
thank you to our chair, Dara Pomerantz. Your
dedication to this organization, this cause, and the
people we help is an example to all.
Later this month, we have Men's Club BINGO
and a special Tu B’Shevat program. However,
before all that a beautiful Inclusion Shabbat has been
planned for the first weekend of February, and then
another rabbi candidate and Lindsey Anderson's bat
mitzvah will be celebrated on the second weekend.
So many wonderful things to look forward to!
I wanted to update you on some of my New
Year's resolutions. One of them is to keep you better
informed as to what I am doing to promote, spread,
and educate our congregants and others about
Jewish music, liturgy, and text. As you have seen,
the rabbi and I have already begun a bi-weekly video
with guests to spotlight specific prayers, their
meaning, and our favorite old and new tunes for
them. We are very excited and would love to invite
you to be one of our guests. Please let us know if you
are interested in sharing what a certain prayer means
to you and why.
Speaking of tunes, last year I told you about a
project that a couple of friends of mine and I started
called SongSwap. SongSwap is a monthly
international online forum for clergy, educators, and
lay people who lead services, would like to lead
services, or just like learning different tunes to come
together and share. Every month there is a different
theme and part of the service upon which we focus,
and presenters come on to share the melodies that
work for them to both enhance the liturgy and create
the mood they are looking to convey.
What started off in November 2018 as a simple

webinar has now exploded! You can now find all the
swaps from the year archived as podcasts on
YouTube, itunes, GooglePlay, and more. We now
have LIVE SongSwaps happening all over the
country! We had one last month in California at the
midwinter convention and then this month we will
have a LIVE one from Chicago. It is so exciting
how much it has grown! We are very proud and
happy about how many people are taking advantage
of SongSwap to expand their knowledge and
treasure trove of useful and beautiful melodies that
can enhance their prayer experiences. This
SongSwap happens on the first Wednesday of every
month at 12 pm EST. The next date is February 5th.
Please put it on your calendar and join us. More info
on how to register will be forthcoming.
While we are on the topic of learning,
growing, and expanding our knowledge of melodies
and liturgy, did you know that there are recordings
of all of our prayers for Shabbat on our website? If
you go to www.bethelnorfolk.com and go to the
Learn tab, you can see the link to all the recordings.
Please use them as a resource for any prayer you
would like to learn better. Several people have asked
me recently for a Torah trope class. I would love to
put one together. I just need to know what time and
day of the week would work best. If you are
interested, please email me and give me an idea of
what would work for you.
My goal for this year is to expand our cadre of
Friday night and Shacharit lay leaders for Shabbat. I
have already contacted some of you but if you would
like to learn and we have not spoken, please get in
touch with me ASAP so we can get started on your
journey. Remember, knowledge is power and
connection. Let's do this.
Look in next month's issue of the bulletin for
more information about a new multi-media class I
will be debuting in the spring on the mysteries
behind the melodies and composers who have
woven the tapestry of our Jewish identities.
See you here at Beth El very soon. BRING A
FRIEND! The more the merrier!
B'ahava rabah, (with much love)
Cantor Wendi
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR SYNAGOGUE PRESIDENT
Dear Congregational Family,
As I write this article, I see that when it comes out we will be in the middle
of the N.E.S.T. week in which we shelter and feed some of the homeless citizens of
our community. The week always makes me sad that there are so many folks
without proper living conditions. I am glad that we have the ability to help, but I
am so sorry that it is necessary. I want to thank Dara Pomerantz for the incredible
job that she has done again (this is her second year!) in chairing this endeavor.
Thanks goes also to all of you who are volunteering and helping us to be successful
in this major Tikun Olam project. It truly is a gift of our hearts.
Speaking of Tikun Olam projects, I want to remind those who may have
forgotten and thank those who are taking part in our plastics
recycling initiative. We have containers to collect your plastic
bags and plastic wrapping material. Please refer to the letter sent
earlier for what you may recycle. This project will continue until July 1st. We have until then
to collect 500 pounds of plastic. If we succeed, we will be given a TREX bench for our
courtyard, so keep those bags coming. We are already starting to make progress!
Many thanks go to Claudia Mazur for arranging for Rabbi Sandra Lawson to be our Inclusion/Diversity
and Black History Month speaker. It is a pleasure to have her here and to celebrate our individual traits that make
us aware that humanity is a marvelous mix of many good things; that our differences are what make life
interesting and enjoyable. The more we know about each other, the better we can understand each other.
In case you don’t know, the annual CRC “Date With the State”, Jewish Advocacy Day, is February 5th.
If you are interested in going, please contact Megan Zuckerman at the UJF. It’s always a memorable day and a
great chance to meet and lobby your state officials on behalf of Jewish needs and to see your government at
work.
On the weekend of February 7th through the 9th, we will welcome another rabbinic candidate, Rabbi
Jeffrey Abraham and his wife Lauren, to our congregation for the weekend. Please make every effort to attend
either Friday night services or be with us on Saturday morning to meet him and hear him address us from the
bimah. There will be a light breakfast on Sunday at 10:00 am where you will be able to ask questions.
The holiday of Tu B’Shevat will occur on February 10th. It is sometimes called “the New Year for
Trees”. It’s really not that, but more of a celebration of the beginning of spring in Israel when the trees and plants
begin to awaken from their winter slumber. It usually is celebrated with a seder involving seven specific foods.
Consider having one of these at your home. If you “Google” Tu B’Shevat, you can find out more than you ever
wanted to know!
Already thinking of spring when winter is not even half over! Stay tuned for more amazing and
interesting things to follow, but most important of all, stay well!
Linda Samuels

Sisterhood is having an
OPEN BOARD MEETING
and YOU are invited!
Tuesday, February 25th
6:30 pm
Beth El
Watch for details in your weekly email!
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S I S T E R H O O D

Sisterhood Multigenerational Fashion Show
Sunday, April 19th
2:30 pm
In honor of Nancy Kanter

Do you have your wedding gown that you wore 50 years ago? How about that
poodle skirt and twin cardigan sweater set that you just couldn’t part with? Will
you lend your vintage clothing to Sisterhood? We would love to showcase it at our
April Fashion Show! Contact Shirley Stein at sherlstein@aol.com.

TORAH FUND
In Memory of Hilde Deutsch z’l
Our yearly Torah Fund campaign is a fundraiser that is a labor of love for me and Barbara. After someone becomes
a Benefactor or Guardian, they know that every year, one of us will be approaching them to join us again in the next
campaign – new year, new pin. And 99% of the time, they do recommit!
As I was writing this article, I am remembering one of our most dedicated Benefactors, Hilde Deutsch z’l. I, like
so many others whose lives she touched, mourn her loss. Hilde was a true example of our campaign this year – CHESED.
She was a woman who always showed kindness with everything she did and to everyone she met. In August when the
pins would come in, as I was approaching her at Kiddush luncheon after Shabbat services, she would joke with me
“What, I have to do this another year?” Yet she always took the pin, thanked me for what I did with the Torah Fund
campaign and sent me away with her lovely smile. She was always perfectly dressed, her hair beautifully done and in
shul almost every Shabbat. She loved participating in our Shabbat discussions. Now as I sit on the bimah, the only thing
that helps with missing her is seeing her family there to say Kaddish for her, sitting right where she used to sit.
So this year, we are dedicating our Torah Fund campaign to the memory of Hilde, who not only lived a life of
Jewish values, but also passed on those values to her children and grandchildren who continue to give to charities, both
Jewish and secular, and who will keep her memory alive as they continue to live Jewish lives in their synagogues and
communities.
Barbara Abraham & Ina Mirman Leiderman
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I would like to propose MLK Day as the newest Jewish holiday on our calendar. It may be similar to
other non-religious holidays like Yom Ha-Sho’a and Israel’s Yom Ha-Atzmaut. It differs, though, by the fact
that it commemorates our special experience as American Jews. No doubt that this day emerged historically
from the struggle of African Americans against discrimination and segregation and for equality and civil
rights. Martin Luther King Jr. paid with his life for standing so unapologetically against racism. However,
we have to remember that quite a large number of Jews fought alongside African Americans for that cause.
Michael Schwerner and Andrew Goodman are the famous case of two young Jews who were murdered in
Mississippi for attempting to register African Americans to vote.
Was this expression of Jewish solidarity just a matter of liberal political
leaning? Rabbi Joachim Prinz (1902-1988) showed that this solidarity came from a
much deeper place. Rabbi Prinz was a rabbi in Berlin before WWII. He managed to
flee to America in 1937. The speech he gave during the March on Washington was
the last one before Martin Luther King’s I Have a Dream. In his speech he drew a
direct line of parallel between the Jewish thousand-years old experience and the
experience of African Americans in the U.S.: “Neighbor is not a geographic term.
It is a moral concept. It means our collective responsibility for the preservation of
man’s dignity and integrity. From our Jewish historic experience of three and a half
thousand years we say: Our ancient history began with slavery and the yearning for freedom. During the
Middle Ages my people lived for a thousand years in the ghettos of Europe. Our modern history begins with
a proclamation of emancipation. It is for these reasons that it is not merely sympathy and compassion for
the black people of America that motivates us. It is above all and beyond all such sympathies and emotions
a sense of complete identification and solidarity born of our own painful historic experience. When I was
the rabbi of the Jewish community in Berlin under the Hitler regime, I learned many things. The most
important thing that I learned under those tragic circumstances was that bigotry and hatred are not the most
urgent problem. The most urgent, the most disgraceful, the most shameful and the most tragic problem is
silence. A great people which had created a great civilization had become a nation of
silent onlookers. They remained silent in the face of hate, in the face of brutality and
in the face of mass murder. America must not become a nation of onlookers. America
must not remain silent. Not merely black America, but all of America. It must speak
up and act. From the President down to the humblest of us, and not for the sake of the
Negro, not for the sake of the black community but for the sake of the image, the idea
and the aspiration of America itself.
Our children, yours and mine in every school across the land, each morning pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United States and to the republic for which it stands. They, the children, speak fervently and
innocently of this land as the land of ‘liberty and justice for all.’”
To realize Rabbi Prinz’s call, we, at Beit Sefer Shalom, celebrated MLK Day of 5780 as a day on, not
a day off. This is the day in which we, as Jews, draw upon our historical experience as well our current
freedom to stand for the rights of all Americans to realize the great prophecy of Martin Luther King Jr.
Eran Livni
Beit Sefer Shalom, United Hebrew School 2.0 Head of School
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MEN’S CLUB NEWS
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Club cooperation: (Alex Pomerantz) In an effort to bring more collaborative programming to the
area’s three FJMC affiliated Men’s Clubs, a joint committee has been formed with representatives
from each club. The purpose of this committee is to create, plan and execute a minimum of two joint
programs per year that will bring together more brotherhood for the clubs of Congregation Beth El
and Temple Israel in Norfolk and Rodef Sholom Temple in Newport News. The committee
members are Bruno Schmitz of Beth El, Steve Shapiro of Rodef Sholom and Larry Stein of Temple
Israel - with Alex Pomerantz steering the committee. The first meeting was scheduled for January 9th.

It’s so corny: Do you like football? Do you like
hot dogs? Do you like beer? Do you like cornhole?
Well, then, the Men’s Club invites you to its
inaugural cornhole tournament - which was
recently postponed. A new date will be set. Contact
Alex Pomerantz regarding your interest at
alexpomerantz64@gmail.com.

Greeters
Don’t forget Noelle’s emailed sign-up sheet
for Shabbat greeting. There are plenty of
holes to fill. If you didn’t get an email and
would like to help, contact the office.

World Wide Wrap
Parents and teachers will join ageappropriate Sunday religious school
students in the annual international
Men’s Club educational event on
February 2nd at Beth El. We will be
teaching the mitzvah of tefillin.

Ben Gordon Family Bingo Night
Our annual, frenetic bingo night will return
February 15th. The usual assortment of game
and door prizes will be assembled, along with
our popular spread of hotdogs and all the
fixings. See the front page for more details.

MITZVAH TIME
Shomrim committee: It’s one of the highest mitzvot. A few hours of meaningful solitude while
you sit in the parlor of a funeral home to honor the deceased prior to the funeral. Call Beril Abraham
to participate.
Minyan: Every morning is important, but especially Monday and Thursday at 7:15. Pick one day a
month. It’s a Jewish thing. Families needing to say kaddish will be grateful.
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SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS

Application Deadline: March 18, 2020
Beth El students can participate in many different Jewish enrichment programs during the summer.
Information on trips and programs, such as Camp Ramah , USY on Wheels, and trips to Israel are
available through the synagogue and the Federation.
Children of members in good standing (i.e., those whose financial obligations to Beth El are
current) may apply for scholarship funds by completing and mailing the following application by
March 18, 2020.
Scholarship subsidies are provided by:
Beth El’s Men’s Club and Sisterhood
The Sharon Spitalney Scholarship Fund
The Cherin and Polis Family Trusts
Child’s name:_______________________________________Age:_____________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________
Phone number(s):_____________________________________________________________
Parents’ names:______________________________________________________________
Name and sponsor of activity:___________________________________________________
Cost of activity:_________________________Length of activity (weeks_________________
Other scholarship funds available to the applicant:___________________________________
Beth El Scholarship Committee
c/o Dorothy Spitalney
2421 Ocean Shore Crescent, Apt. 402
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
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Lindsey Cecelia Anderson will celebrate her bat mitzvah on February 8th.
Lindsey is the daughter of Eric and Rachel Anderson, the sister of Courtney
Anderson, and the granddaughter of Seymour and Maxine Mendelssohn of
Virginia Beach and David and Harriet Anderson of Clemmons, North Carolina.
Lindsey is a seventh grade Principal’s List student at Landstown Middle School
and proud member of the AVID nation. She is an active participant in the
Operation Smile Club, One-Act Play, French Club, and track student assistant
coach. Lindsey has been dancing since the age of 2-1/2 and loves participating
in her yearly recital. Lindsey’s bat mitzvah marks her 54th Torah reading, triple
chai. She is the youngest member of our congregation to have reached this goal.
She began her journey in August 2016 and set a goal to reach her 54th reading
as a celebration of her bat mitzvah and has joyfully reached this milestone. In
her free time, Lindsey loves the beach, traveling, trying new things, and everything Ramah!
Jody Laibstain and Betsy Karotkin have been working on
reorganizing Beth El’s Care Committee. They have a wonderful team
of volunteers to help them deliver a meal to congregants when they are
ill or recovering from surgery. To make this program work, they need
the help of each of you to let them know when there is a Beth El
member that could use a hot meal and a visit from a Care Committee
member. You can also make a donation to the Care Fund. Please call
Jody Laibstain at 757-536-2479 or email at djcjlaibstain@cox.net with
the congregant’s name and the committee will follow-up.

February 12th, 19th, & 26th
NO Lunch & Learn on February 5th
Beth El Lunch and Learn is a vibrant
group of fressers (eaters) and learners who
come together weekly for good food and stand
alone discussions led by Rabbi Ezring, Rabbi
Ruberg, and Cantor Wendi. We meet every
Wednesday (except when noted) from noon to
1:30 pm.
Cost: $5.00 per person

Congratulations to Ellen Waranch on
the marriage of her daughter, Caren
Ashburn to Mark Rivera. Caren is also the
daughter of Barry Ashburn of Virginia
Beach. Mark is the son of Nancy and
Daniel Rivera of Las Cruces, New
Mexico. Caren and Mark live in Virginia
Beach.
Congratulations on the birth of Curran
Riley Kanter. Curren’s grandparents are
Laura and Steven Kanter, great
grandfather is Philip Myers and great
grandmother is Nancy Kanter. Parents
are Kaeley Williams and Zac Kanter of
Virginia Beach.
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PEARL K. ALECK LIBRARY
ENDOWMENT
IN MEMORY OF
Elaina Tsangarakis
Helen & Warren Aleck
IN HONOR OF
Kathy Kantor’s birthday
Helen & Warren Aleck**
SPEEDY RECOVERY TO
Judy Goldman
Helen & Warren Aleck*
TEMPLE FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Marlene Bass
Herbert & Carolyn Bangel (B)
Suzanne Barr (B)
Greta Gustavson & Gary Naigle (S)
Dr. & Mrs. T. Hubbard (S)
Barbara Rosenblum
Mannie & Judy Smith*
Calvin Belkov
Jeff Chernitzer*
Mark & Brenda Kozak*
Joy Carmen
Herbert & Carolyn Bangel
Hilde Deutsch
Michael & Roslyn Barney**
Jeff Chernitzer*
Jeff & Mona Flax**
Nathan & Beth Jaffe (G)
Charles & Betty Lou Legum**
Jeanne Marcus*
Norman & Sandy Sher (B)
Alan & Jody Wagner**
Wall, Einhorn & Chernitzer, PC (S)
Susan Wilson (S)
Ginette Hus
Marilyn Buxbaum*
Sofia Konikoff
Jeff & Mona Flax**
Allen Schwartz’s sister
Jean Molofsky*
IN HONOR OF
Beth Berman & Danny Griff’s
anniversary
Howard & Susan Horwitz*
Rabbi Ezring & Cantor Wendi
Ruth Sternlicht**
Kay Kesser’s birthday
Ashley & Judi Cytron
Leonard Laibstain’s 95th birthday
Moss & Ina Friedman*
Mark & Bonnie Glick (S)
My grandchildren, Carly M. Weber,
Mollie R. Weber & Dylan M. Weber
Barrie Weber (B)

SPEEDY RECOVERY TO
Betty & Mark Greenspan
Raymond Norton (G)
Kathy Kantor
Marilyn Buxbaum*
BEVERLY RAFAL WERBEL FUND TO
HOUSE THE HOMELESS
IN MEMORY OF
Marlene Bass
Jules & Patti Wainger
Sonia Chenman
Estie Cohen
Mary Hirschfeld
Estie Cohen
Richard Hirschfeld
Estie Cohen
Hilde Deutsch
Alan & Helen Gamsey**
Ginette Hus
Alan & Helen Gamsey**
IN HONOR OF
Leonard Laibstain’s special birthday
Jules & Patti Wainger*
SENIOR RABBI DISCRETIONARY
FUND
IN HONOR OR
Rabbi Murray Ezring, thank you
Adam & Sara Rafal (G)
RABBI RUBERG DISCRETIONARY
FUND
IN HONOR OF
Jean Molofsky’s special birthday
Ellyn-Mae Friedman*
CANTOR DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Cantor Wendi, thank you
Adam & Sara Rafal (G)
JAY BARR ART FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Calvin Belkov
Bruce & Lauren Barr*
Hilde Deutsch
Clay Barr*
IN HONOR OF
The bar mitzvah of Burt & Patsy Barr’s
grandson Tanner
Bruce & Lauren Barr*
ROSE & ARMOND CAPLAN
MEMORIAL FUND
IN HONOR OF
Leonard Laibstain’s 95th birthday
Herbert & Susan Brewer***
CARE FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Hilde Deutsch
Aaron & Etta Vinik (G)

MINYAN FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Marlene Bass
Gail Juren*
SPEEDY RECOVERY TO
Debbi Kaufman
Burt & Patsy Barr*

Condolences to
The family and
friends of
Marlene Bass of
blessed memory.
The family and
friends of
Dr. Patricia Speer
of blessed memory.

Minyan Service Times
During the month of February
evening minyan will be at Beth El.
(No Saturday evening services.)
All morning services and
Saturday morning Shabbat
services will be at Beth El.
Mornings: Monday - Friday,
7:15 am at Beth El.
Minyan on Sunday
mornings is at Temple Israel
at 8:00 am and Beth El at
9:15 am.
Friday evenings are at Beth El
at 5:45 pm
Saturday minchah service
immediately following
Kiddush lunch.
As always, Sunday evening
services at 5:45 pm at
Temple Israel

REMEMBRANCE DONATIONS
* = Chai = $18
** = Double Chai = $36
B = Bronze = $19 - $49
S = Silver = $50 - $99
G = Gold = $100 or more
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February Yahrzeits
FEBRUARY 1
Jennie Feldman
Chana Friedman
Rosalind Gamsey
Ben Grossberg
Faiga Herskowitz
Cheryl Hoffman
Helen Kozak
Bessie Laderberg
Nathan Leiderman
Hanns Loewenbach
Carolyn Sherwin
FEBRUARY 2
Braham Baum
Rebecca Berlind
Millard Fisher
Samuel Levy
Ray Massey
Boruch Rudlin
Paul Wainger
FEBRUARY 3
Benjamin Block
Nathan Goldin
Harry Kaplan
Jennie Lesser
Minnie Levin
Meyer Marcus
Samuel Morris
Menasha Nelson
Charlotte Taetle
Hillel Turok
Maxwell Zedd
Lena Lind
FEBRUARY 4
Rebecca Cohen
Samuel Frieden
Jean Kantor
Helen Kehayas
Mae Klein
Sadie Perlin
Al Ruden
Kate Shuman
Alma Spivey
FEBRUARY 5
Ira Jacobs
Yetta Katz
Zeev Livni
Samuel Melworth
Morris Miller
Dorothy Mindel
Clara Schoenholtz
Dinah Tarshis

FEBRUARY 6
Barbara Alter
Rebecca Cushner
Ruth Fine
Harry Goodman
Goldye Levitin
Mollie Rudlin

FEBRUARY 12
Beatrice Bernhang
Benjamin Chalem
Hyman Krukin
Harry Land
Sadie Leavitt
Benjamin Perlin

FEBRUARY 7
Samuel Frohman
Rose Goldstein
Stanley Goodman
Allan Goretsky
Blanche Heller
Celia Kaplan
Bessie Rosenfeld
Edwin Waitzer
Shirley Waitzer

FEBRUARY 13
Leonard Cohen
Louis Friedman
Ida Goldberg
Mary Gross
Phyllis Kaplan
Tamra Kruger
Kate Simons
Israel Solowitz

FEBRUARY 8
Ben Cooper
Yale Dolsey
Lillie Friedman
Fanny Goldin
Arthur Lerman
Edith Lindsey
Abe Pudolsky
David Smith
FEBRUARY 9
Kyle Burnat
Sally Moses
Telzy Tenner
FEBRUARY 10
Meyer Clark
Freddie Iskowitz
Harriet Kesser
Joseph Krukin
Rhea Legum
Lillian Stein
FEBRUARY 11
Jeffery Colby
Joseph Glasser
Bob Goldin
Mollie Hecht
Leah Kesser
Lee Lazernick
Julius Levinson
Bernard Lidman
Joseph Liebman
Harvey Meltzer
Isadore Sandler
Tillie Shapiro
Hubert Shapiro

FEBRUARY 14
Helen Barr
Abraham Bernstein
Sarah Caplan
Edna Chovitz
Rachel Grace
Margit Greenzaid
Irving Krukin
Hal Mitchell
Benjamin Trub
Jacob Weissberg
FEBRUARY 15
Mollie Bernstein
Jacob Crockin
Sadie Fine
Jesse Glasser
Joseph Kantor
Myer Reisig
Julian Rubin
Nathan Schreiber
FEBRUARY 16
Fred Aron
Sadie Berger
Cathriel Birshtein
Bernard Drexler
Frank Lazarus
Vichna Myers
Anne Nossen
Nathan Polis
Frederica Rauch
Jordan Rosenblum
Robert Saunders
Rubin Taplin

FEBRUARY 22
FEBRUARY 27
FEBRUARY 17
John Anderson
Shirley Buns
Esther Edelson
Greta Burg
Max Gladstone
John Elias
Sam Holtzman
Charles Levy
Marilyn Evans
Harry Kroskin
Frances Lidman
Leon Flax
Doyle Levy
Lee Moses
Paul Klein
Seymour Moskowitz Gertrude Thomashefsky
Joshua Krell
Leonard Pomerantz
Rubin Schwartzberg
FEBRUARY 23
Abraham Schwartz
Samuel Zfass
Sarah Buller
Marcus Smith
FEBRUARY 28
Janet Gordon
Bertha Spagat
H.
C.
Hofheimer
Seymour
Foleck
Robert Wagner
Sidney Katzoff
Fannie Goldman
FEBRUARY 18
Jack Levy
Lillie Grablowsky
Marie Aks
Rosa Levy
Morka Hus
Maurice Finkelstein Nathan Reichenthal
Myers Lerman
Tillie Reshefsky
Anna Friedlander
William McDonald
Roslyn Gazen
Ray Rosen
Nathan Neihouse
David Rothenberg
Katie Gesuntheitt
David Ruden
Morris Lesser
Yetta Tuchman
FEBRUARY 24
Getzel Liebman
Harvey Wolman
Duster Levy
Murray Meltzer
FEBRUARY 29
Bibi Mahgerefteh
Betty Myers
Dora Ornoff
Aaron Weisman
David Slomowitz
Solomon Rafal
Abe Abramson
Leon Smith
Sydney
Shapiro
Augusta
Mogul
Lillian Snyder
Bertha Weiss
Rose Weber
FEBRUARY 25
Esther Miller
Celia Fisher
FEBRUARY 19
Gelson Dunn
Jeff Goodove
Jacob Ambash
Hannah Kantor
Samuel Katz
Pincus Caplan
Isaac Legum
Lawrence
Roesen
Harry Comess
Judah Lesser
Natalie Saunders
Mary Legum
Julia Patish
Joan Tavss
Samuel Levin
Julius Richter
Nathan Prince
Louis Friedman
FEBRUARY 26
Alexander Salzberg
Moses Lidman
Shemuel Ashkenazi
Benjamin Sobel
Sara Traub
Israel Brown
Dorothy Stredler
Bronia Drucker
David Tapper
Morton Gamsey
FEBRUARY 20
Bessie Goodman
Jacob Kerman
Cecelia Brener
Rae Klaff
Joseph Distillator
Janice Legum
Alma Laderberg
Barton Marcus
Clara Sibelman
James Permutt
Harold Stern
Sidney Reisig
Sara Weinraub
Francoise Saas
FEBRUARY 21
Leopold Schulwolf
Ina Brownstein
Max Weissman
Rose Caplan
Beverly Handel
Eva Merkle
Clara Rossen

422 Shirley Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23517
757-625-7821

OR CURRENT OCCUPANT

INCLUSIVITY AND DIVERSITY SHABBAT
Please join us on Shabbat, February 1st
as we welcome our guest speaker,
Rabbi Sandra Lawson
Rabbi Lawson serves as the Associate Chaplain for Jewish Life at
Elon University in North Carolina. She is the first female African
American rabbi to be ordained by the Reconstructionist Rabbinic
College.
We also will be recognizing the beginning of African American
History Month, beginning the first of February.
Rabbi Lawson will discuss the experiences of and issues facing Jews of color in America.
Please invite your friends in the community to join us for a very enlightening morning. Please
RSVP to the office if you plan to attend so that we may prepare accordingly for lunch.

